
EVERY HOME 
HAS A TICKING  
TIME BOMB
It’s just a matter of time.

BOOM!  
Ever had  
this happen?
Flexi water hoses are a ticking 
time bomb and may eventually 
fail – with potentially catastrophic 
results. Most insurance companies 
will now no longer come to your 
pool party when this happens. 

Braided stainless steel has been 
found not to provide the required 
rust protection it first promised.  
A combination of poor installation 
practices and chemical attack 
issues corrodes the braiding over 
time, leading to the potential 
bursting of their inner liners.

Current flexi water hoses have 
a short shelf life and unless you 
have installed the latest Abey 
‘Polyamide’ Hi Class Easy Hooker, 
you could get into deep water. 
Abey Hi Class Easy Hookers 
offer the highest class of rust 
protection and a massive 15 Year 
Abey Rust Resistance Warranty. 

Make the change to a genuine 
Abey Polyamide Hi Class Easy 
Hooker today.

NEW ABEY HI CLASS EASY HOOKERS

ABEY PLUMBING PRODUCTS

Abey Australia manufacture and source the best of breed plumbing 
products the world has to offer. While they may look the same, not all 
water connectors are the same and purchasing a premium Abey product 
is your best insurance against rust and burst water hose damage due to 
corrosion. For as little as just a few cents more, you can buy piece of mind 
knowing that your water connectors are not going to suddenly explode.

abeytrade.com.au



No more rust 
– This new 
polyamide 
braiding will 
never rust!!

No kinking – the 
spanner flats at the 
sleeve allow you to 

tighten using two 
spanners so there will 

be no more kinking  
of the hose.

Used extensively 
in the USA for 
flexible water 
connectors.

Fully watermark 
tested and approved 
to the latest AS/NZS 
3499:2006 standards.

Boostcrimp.

SOFTPEX® core inner liner with 
temperature operating range 
tested to conform within the 
scope of AS3499 70 degrees 
Celsius at 1000kpa.

Brass alloy end  
connectors for various 
sizes & applications.

15yr

Rust Resistance

Warranty

Insurance company statistics show that flexible braided pipes were responsible for more  
than 20% of water damage claims*. But as time moves forward these figures will certainly  
rise to potentially epidemic proportions as corrosion and product failures increase.

Most water connectors have the potential of failure. It’s just a matter of time. Water hoses should be checked  
every year for corrosion and changed every 5 years or earlier. 

SOLUTION...
Abey’s Polyamide Hi Class Easy Hookers offer the most advanced solution and use high strength, non-metallic,  
non-corrosive braiding similar to kevlar material used in bulletproof vests. Because they are not metal they will  
never rust, even when in extended contact with water-borne chemicals such as chlorine. They are stable and strong,  
don’t kink and best of all they come with an unheard of 15 Year Abey Rust Resistance Warranty.

| Superior strength and corrosion resistant

| 15 Year Abey Rust Resistance Warranty 

| Tested and watermark approved

| Easy to fit and flexible

| Higher tensile strength

| Higher working pressure

|  New SOFTPEX® Core with excellent  
mechanical characteristics

NEW ABEY HI CLASS EASY HOOKERS

VIRTUALLY EVERY DWELLING IN  
AUSTRALIA TODAY IS SITTING ON  
A TICKING TIME BOMB.

No more kinking

Kinking in flexi water hoses can rupture the inner lining. 
This is often caused by over-tightening and twisting of the 
braided hose creating pressure and tension, causing stress 
and breakages over time. Abey Hi Class Hookers’ anti-kink 
design enables plumbers to use two spanners to hold the 
braided hose sleeve securely in place while tightening the 
end nut – counteracting any twisting and kinking.

The new SOFTPEX® Core

The new SOFTPEX® Core guarantees a mechanical 
performance superior to EPDM which can release 
polluting substances such as chlorine, affecting water 
potability. Other advantages over an EPDM rubber hose 
include: a longer life with extensive age/stress testing, 
higher abrasion resistance, higher tensile strength, non-
corrosiveness, higher working pressure and 0% failure rate.

Don’t wait for disaster to strike! Change over to an Abey 
Polyamide Hi Class Easy Hooker – the highest protection  
in its class.previous NEW Spanner flats 

to counter 
twisting
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* According to 2016 research released by general insurer IAG.


